
The Pearson home and tree 
house

This is a picture of the Don Pearson Tree House.  It was 
constructed ca.1949 or 1950 in a large Maple tree about 
100 feet northwest of the Pearson home.  It is close to 30’ 
from the ground. The width was something like 4 or 5 feet 
square with a full roof.  It existed a number of years.   It 
lasted much longer than it should.

I was inside this tree house 5 or 6 times.   I didn’t like
climbing up the tree to enter the treehouse, but I managed.  
You can see the slats at the lower left of the tree house. 
These represent the ladder to the house. Getting into the 
house through the trap door was not a problem, but exiting 
yourself  through the trap door was a problem—at least for 
me. The problem was leaving the treehouse  and 
determining where the first rung of the ladder which was a 
blind experience.

The Pearson home was originally build by the Dreisbach family in the late 1860’s.  You can see the original house 
in the photo of the Tonganoxie Creamery located on the NW corner of 2nd and Main.  The house is still being 

used, but the original home had a very large porch on the east side which 
has been removed by a recent family.  This owner  added 4 pillars  of wood.

The original east porch was a great place to play on a rainy day.  I remember 
the size to be ca.12X12 on the north—reduced to 3X12—and then enlarged 
to around 8X12.  All this was covered by a roof and there was a firm rail to 
prevent one from slipping  off the porch.  It was easy to ride a tricycle on this 
porch. In fact space allowed 2-3 tricycles.

The Lawrence, Leavenworth and Kansas City papers were delivered to 
Tonganoxie and usually the paper boy was 10 years old or older. The mode 
of delivery was to fold the paper into a square—It would sail—and throw it 

onto the porch.  Usually the paper boy would deliver the newspaper by riding a bicycle.  They would get very good 
about throwing the newspaper where it belonged.

Several summers were very hot.  One day the day time temp. was 114 degrees F. in the shade.  It was so hot 
those summers that most of the farmers put lights on their tractors and farmed by night and slept by day.   

The Person kids were three.   Katheryn Virginia (Nina-pronounced Ninya), John Edward-called Donnie until high 
school and Dickie.  Those hot summers they  slept on the large porch on the east side of the house.  There were 
no home air conditioners then.   The paper boy and the Pearson kids had a fun war.
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It was the paper boy’s job to hit the Pearson kids with the paper.  The Pearson yard was surrounded by a fence 
about 4 feet high.  The fence was ca. 15’ away from the house.  The Pearson kids retaliated with various fun  
things.   Two stand out in my mind.  A large bucket of water hidden in a tree, and a large rat trap set where he 
planted his foot to throw the paper.  Everyone had a good time with this and no one ever won the battle.

Don Pearson had a rural paper route for one of the Kansas City newspapers,  but I don’t believe that job lasted 
over 2 years.   He also had a milk route that involved picking up the farmers milk in 10 gallon milk cans and 
delivering the milk to the Franklin milk plant which was just slightly NE of Tonganoxie.  This was a hard difficult job.  
If nothing else think about this.  The milk cans empty weighted 20 pounds.  Milk weighs slightly over 8.6 lbs per 
gallon.  Figure it out.  Each can with milk was over 100 lbs and it is handled full twice a day at that weight.  When 
Don was working in the milk business his arms were well muscled. 

Mrs Pearson, Katheryn, was a real sport.  She had fun and everyone liked her.  It was common when mothers 
baked a pie, they quite often baked a very small pie for their kids to eat.  This particular day she baked two small 
apple pies.  One for me and one for her son, Dickie.  When the  pies were cool enough, she brought them out and 
gave them to us to eat.  We both went right to work, eating those apple pies.  About the same time Dickie and I 
were chewing a small piece of that pie but the apple slice would not chew up.  I looked at Mrs. Pearson who was 
laughing. Dickie and I removed the strange apple slice and discovered that it was not an apple slice, but a piece of 
a rubber girdle.

The Kanza Indians

Many people who have studied the Kanza Indians believe they came 
from Ohio.  Wikipedia is a strong advocate of this position.  The Kanza 
travelled down the Ohio River to the Mississippi River.  The Kanza went 
up the Mississippi to the mouth of the Missouri River, near present St. 
Louis.  They took the Missouri River and eventually made it to Kansas 
in the early 1600’s where they lived for about 250 years. 
This seems to be the most popular belief of how the Kanza Indians got 

to Kansas.

The encyclopedia Britannia has a different story.  They have stated the the Kanza Indians originated along the 
Atlantic Coast.  From here they migrated to Kansas.

Richard L. Thornton, deceased a few years, was a full blooded Creek Indian.  He was an architect and city 
planner.  He has written profusely about the Creek Indians who were located in Georgia during the American 
Revolution. I am told that he has been on the History Channel more than once.  Mr. Thornton has also published 
material on the Kanza Indians.   He strongly believes that they descend from Georgia.
He has pinpointed the Kanza Indians on the Coosa River near Rome  Georgia.   He bases much of his 
understanding on the artifacts found around this spot.  Not so much on arrow  points, but on pottery chards and 
other manufactured tools made from firing clay and etc.       

The academic people disclaim his work as an educated quack.  When you talk to a University professor one of the 
first things they do is state that Rickard Thornton has done a considerable amount of writing on the Subject of 
Indians. but most of it is not proven.

Migration routes of Dhegiha Indians



In fact most of the academic people from Kansas State will suggest that no one actually know where the Kanza 
Indians really came from before the settled in Kansas.

The Kanza Indians occupied several locations before moving to Oklahoma.  
The first area that the Kanza Indians occupied was on the Missouri River near 
the town of Doniphan.  Lewis and Clark noted some evidence of a community 
in the Doniphan area but no people were seen.   

After this Doniphan area was abandoned the Kanza  moved down the Missouri 
to the area where Leavenworth, KS now exists.  Here they lived since 1750s.   
The next move was up the Kansas River to an area just east of Manhattan, 
Ks.   It was called “Blue Mound” and it was near the mouth of the Blue River.  
Here they lived until 1820.   In 1819 the Blue Earth/Blue Mound consisted of 
130 earth covered lodges which each housed ca. 10-12 people.  The women 
tended the vegetables and the men hunted animals for food and animal skins 
to use or sell.   The gardens consisted of corn, beans, squash, melons, and 
beans. The fields ranged from  1/2 acre to 3 acres, but the total acreage was 

ca. 100.  

By the end of May the Kanza Indians generally abandoned their villages for the Buffalo hunt.  After the hunt was 
over, the Kanza came back to harvest their gardens.  The Kanza males probably had several horses.  They kept 
them tied up close to the house they lived in.  Apparently, they did little with the horse droppings. When they went 
on a buffalo hut, mother nature took care of that problem.  However, at some time the Kanza were not able to use 
the buffalo hunting grounds.  Then those droppings became a health hazard but the Kanza did not recognize this.  

The next move of the Kansza Indians would be the last move in Kansas.  It was near what is now called Council 
Grove. This move to Council Grove was in 1848.   This move to Council Grove would prove to be disastrous to the 
Kansa Indians survival.  This location introduced the Kanza Indians to alcohol. This helped contributed to the 
demise of the Kanza- population. In 1872 they would move to Oklahoma.

Some Treaties between the U.S.Government and the Kanza Indians

The Treaty of 1825—The Kanza Indians relinquished all their land in Missouri, Northeastern Kanas, and  
  Southeastern Nebraska.  The Kanza accepted a narrow reservation  beginning 20 Leagues 

    up the Kansas River.  They also accepted an annuity for 20 years.  (Corruption in many of these 
annuities results in late payment, slow payment nor no payment.) This treaty changed their lifestyle 
and their economy.   

The Treaty of 1846   The Kanza ceded to the United States two millions of acres of land on the east part of their       
reservation embracing the entire width, thirty miles, and running west for quantity.

In consideration of the foregoing cession, the United States agreed to pay to the Kanza Indians two hundred and 
two thousand dollars, two hundred thousand of which shall be funded at five per cent., the interest of which to be 
paid annually for thirty years, and thereafter to be diminished and paid pro rata, should their numbers decrease, 
but not otherwise—that is: the Government of the United States shall pay them the full interest for thirty years on 
the amount funded, and at the end of that time, should the Kansas tribe be less than at the first payment, they are 
only to receive pro rata the sums paid them at the first annuity payment. One thousand dollars of the interest thus 
accruing shall be applied annually to the purposes of education in their own reservation.

This treaty was one of the worst treaties that I have known that involved the United States and the Indians.

Tribal land in 1820



Ed Note:  Generally these treaties were designed to take land from the Indians and provide that land to the 
Eastern people or even European immigrants.  The Indians got money-sometimes an annuity was paid for 
a period of time, and they also were pushed to become more sedentary and labor as farmers.  I think this 
was true for most of the treaties involving Indians in the 1800’s to 1900. 

In the Delaware’s case, they were familiar with the eastern people and by the time they arrived in Kansas they 
were pretty well adapted to farm life.  The Delaware treaty of 1860 allowed that a certain amount of their land 
would be given to each Delaware person.  Basically, the tribal land was divided up and given to each member.  
The Delaware Chiefs and others received more land because of their status.  Some of the older Delaware did not 
like this because they thought the tribal land was more beneficial to their life style.  This treaty was only valid a few 
years until the Delaware moved to Oklahoma.  

However, the Delaware were used to farming.  They also were used to Schools provided by various English 
speaking churches (Methodist, Baptists and Quakers were prominent).   Many Delaware could speak some 
English.  Journeycake was educated in Kentucky and was an ordained Baptist Minister. He could speak English.  

This was not true for the Kanza.  The Methodist Church and the Quaker Church tried to provide English schools 
for the Kanza children, but after a short time these schools were closed.  The 
tribe did not support these educational events.

Men of the Kanza were not prepared to give up their tribal land and become 
farmers.   This idea separated the tribe into individual groups with varying 
leaders and another downfall of the Kanza Indians. 

 Much later during Charles Curtis’s years in the U.S. House, he served on the 
Committee of Indian Affairs, where he drafted the "Curtis Act" in 1898.  This 
act overturned treaty rights, allotted tribal land to individuals without 
obtaining permission from the tribes, abolished tribal courts and gave the 
Secretary of the Interior the power to lease out mineral rights on tribal lands.  
Curtis ( He was part Kanza Indian) was a firm believer in 
abolishing tribal right and establishing individual rights and 
ownership.  He and his family eventually gained over 1600 acres of 
tribal  land. He and those with academic backgrounds favored individual 

rights over tribal rights. 

Ed note:  Charles Curtis came to Tonganoxie several times to visit and 
discuss politics with the Ratliffs in the drug store.   He came by train from 
Topeka to Lawrence and then from Lawrence to Tonganoxie.  He walked 
from the depot to the drug store. 

The Demise of the Kanza Indians.
 
From The Kaw Nation,  “From a population of several thousand, the Kaw had declined through disease 
and starvation to 1,500 by 1800, to 553 by 1872, and to 194 within 16 years of the move to Oklahoma’s 
Indian Territory. Even here their land claim was not safe. The Kaw Allotment Act of 1902 legally obliterated 
the tribe until federal reorganization in 1959. Their former reservation land was inundated in the mid-1960s 
by the construction of Kaw Reservoir. This required the relocation of the tribal Council House and tribal 
cemetery.”  The Kanza Indians had a consistent population from 1800 until 1827-1833.   The population bounced 
back until 1838-1841 when again there was  a serious decline followed  by  partial recovery, but then in 1845-until 
1890 there was a serious decline to a population around 553 by 1872 when they moved to Oklahoma. The 
population declined to 194 within 16 years of the move to Oklahoma.  Today there are no full blooded Kanza 
Indians. Mr. Mehojah, the last full blooded Kanza, passed away on Easter Morning, April 23rd, 2000.

Charles Curtis  Representative, 
Senator, 

& Vice President under Herbert 
Hoover



1.  Strange as it must seem the Louisiana Purchase had a serious effect on the population of the Kanza Indians. 
It had several effects which seemed subtle at first, but had a serious negative effect.

      
       A.  The moving of Eastern Indians, like the Delaware, to the western lands, put pressure on the Kanza tribe 
because there was competition for deer, elk, buffalo and other animal.  As the competition  got worse it required 
the Kanza to travel further for their food and animal skins that were sold to buyers.  Think of this!!!  If you daily had 
to feed 1500 people food each day how would you do it?   How many deer or buffalo would you need.  How long 
would it take to deplete the food source.  
     
     B.  White people living in the east eventually became aware of good land for farming.  As they
moved west they just added to the existing problem created above.  However, in their case they wanted to 
purchase the good farm land along the rivers.  This put additional pressure on the Kanza because their hunting 
ground would be reduced.

     C.  As the Kanza Indian had to move further west to hunt buffalo and other animals for their food, they had to 
deal with the Comanche and Cherokee Indians which were very prone to have war with the Kanza.  They didn’t 
like each other.  While on Buffalo hunts, the Kanza Indian always used the native grasses to feed their horses.  As 
the Kanza hunted further west and as they hunted later in the season their horses began to suffer from lack of 
food.  This was  because the Comanche and Cherokee always burned the dead grass in the fall so they would 
have green grass earlier in the spring.  And the Comanche and Cherokee probably moved into Texas where 
climate allowed for better winter grass.

What we are really dealing with is slow starvation caused by over hunting and depleting the animal  
population.  If this seem impossible think of the buffalo and the railroads.  The railroads basically removed the 
buffalo by killing them off.

2.  Diseases which the white people brought to the Indians. This disease(small pox) was new to the plains Indians, 
but it had been seen in the east before the Mayflower arrived in 1620.  In Massachusettes, Massoit’s Indian tribe 
had been reduced from 20,000 population  to 1,000 population by Small Pox.  This came from the Spanish and 
Portuguese who raided the Indian tribe for slaves on  their ships.   So 200 years later in the 1800- the small pox 
was raging death for the Plains Indians.  

3.  When the the Kanza were moved near to the town of Council Grove it was also a disaster to the Indians 
because it introduced alcohol to the Kanza.  

4.  Kanza death customs provided a significant method of decline in population.  When a Kanza died the following 
happened.

A.  They killed the dead brave’s best horse, usually by strangulation.  It was then left on
the grave.  Eventually, it would decay and perhaps create more health problems.   Food was provided at the grave 
site to  provide food for the spirit of the dead person.  He needed food for his spiritual trip.  Ed.note:This activity is 
not unusual even today.  The Mexican people who live on the dessert have been known to provide food for the 
dead person’s spirit.  The Okinawan people used to do something similar in the1960’s.

B.  Starvation.   When a Kanza died his or her immediate family began a fasting which was from sunup to 
sundown every day for a month or longer.  Family members were allowed to eat after sundown, but most would 
not eat very much because they intended to keep their bodies in a suffering state.  To enhance this they would
torture their bodies with knife cuts on numerous parts of their bodies (face, arms, legs and torso).

C. Raiding  the other tribes.   Raiding was done on the various tribes to avenge the dead Kanza.
This added to the death of the Kanza because it was possible that the raiding party might  have additional deaths 
during the raiding.  



D.  All the above provided for more death due to how the Kansa managed the death of a member.  Due to 
the starvation and the butchering on one’s own body,  the Kanza had a reduced ability to fight new diseases and 
quite often succumbed to this new disease.

Barn Quilt Workshops   

There are eleven new Barn Quilts in Leavenworth County, thanks 
to two Barn Quilt Workshops held in the TCHS hay barn in April. 
The workshops were a great success and we will be offering at 
least one in the fall. 

The workshops start at 9 am and are done by 2 or 3 pm. 
Participants choose a quilt block design to paint on a piece of 

sign board that is either 2 foot or 4 foot square. The workshops 
are a time to be get creative and get some color out there. 

Visit by Scott Upton 

Scott Upton visited the museum in early April. Scott is a 
descendant of the Rev. Woodcock who was the founding pastor of the Tonganoxie 
Congregational Church. Scott is in the photo with the 1842 melodian that Rev. 
Woodcock brought with him to Kansas. In his autobiographical notes, Rev. Woodcock 
told of passing the “big ditch” in the wagon that carried him and his family to Kansas. 
What was the big ditch? The Erie Canal! 

Timeline Radio 

Clenece Hills hosts Timeline Radio on KLWN Radio, FM 101.7, every Monday morning 
from 9:00 am to 10 am. She was curious about how TCHS fared through COVID and 
asked Joy Lominska and Kris Roberts to be her guests on Monday, May 1. We had a 
wonderful conversation about exhibits opened in 2020 and what we hope to 
accomplish in 2021. There is a link to the radio program on the TCHS website.  

Class Reunion 

Many events were cancelled 
in 2020 due to COVID. But 
the Tonganoxie High School 
Classes of 1970 and 1971 
took that lemon and made 
lemonade. Combining their 
resources and energies, the 
two classes hosted a joint 
50th Reunion at the museum 
site. 

Well over 100 alumni returned 
to spend May 8 at the historical grounds. A tent was erected just 
south of the Honey Valley Schoolhouse to provide shade and a gathering place. Restrooms were available in the 
hay barn. And museum volunteers opened the schoolhouse, the church, the firehouse, and the museum for the 
first three hours of the reunion. 1866 provided food and drink. 

Ken Mark and Kay Soetaert, classes of 1970 and 1971 respectively, planned the event. (Ken and Kay are also two 
of our three most recent board members.) It was a great event!    

Scott Upton

The Millerets and Ken Mark

Reunion Tent

Karen and Janet



Genesis Field Day 

The Genesis Academy came to the museum for Field Day this year. The staff and teachers wanted to make the 
last day of school special and brought the entire student body, 45 students in grades K-5 to the museum on 
Friday, May 21.  

Our volunteers responded to the challenge and created an hour and a half of fun programs for the students and 
their teachers and parents. The younger students explored what learning was like in a one room schoolhouse, 
unpacked a pioneer trunk, and played with some very old-fashioned toys from the mid-19th century. Meanwhile, 
the older students explored some of the many ways the Plains Indians were able to use the buffalo and then 
participated in a scavenger hunt in the museum. 

Of course, no Field Day would be complete without games. And there were many games, including relay races 
with marbles in spoons, relay races with old-time hoops, hopscotch and jump ropes. Grandmothers showed us 
how to jump rope and even how to jump double-dutch. 

With the Tonganoxie Public Library 

The Historical Society and the Public Library have been 
collaborating on projects for several years and we seem to be 
hitting a good stride. We are so grateful for the opportunities 
to work with the library and to host events whenever 
possible. 

The Tonganoxie Public Library hosted a Book Club event on 
Thursday evening, June 10, as part of a collaboration with 
six area libraries (Bonner Springs, Leavenworth, Atchison, 
Basehor, Lansing and Linwood.) Over 60 people attended a 
lecture and display of Delaware artifacts and regalia. 
Principal Chief Linda Graff of the Kansas Delaware Tribe of 

Indians led us through the history of the Delaware Tribe, from their origins on the east coast of the present day 
United States to their current day locations across the Midwest. The presentation ended with a traditional bean 
dance on the lawn.   

On Saturday, June 26, the Library hosted Farm Day at the Barn. The 
event included readings by author Rosie Bosse, who writes children’s 
books (and historical novels for adults). Local 4-H members brought 
out farm animals, including two young calves who are being raised to 
become an oxen team, some chickens and a rabbit and some goats. 
There was a roping demonstration by a 4-H member, who took great 
care in teaching those in attendance how to do it themselves. In 
addition, a craft table, outside games and snacks were available.  

Shout Out to our Volunteers 

 Over the past few months, we have accomplished a great deal. We have cleaned & reorganized the 
museum workroom, mowed and trimmed the grounds weekly since mid-April, cleaned the church and the 
barn in preparation for use by members of the community; prepared materials to use in our first ever 
History Camp. Our regular cleaning days are the first Wednesday and the third Friday of each month. We start 
at 9:00 and always welcome newcomers. 

Every event that is hosted at the museum depends on the time and efforts of our volunteers, who work 
tirelessly at events and behind the scenes. Our volunteers include the following people: Marie Brockhoff, Janet 
Burnett, Dan Carr, Lynn Jennings, Peachez Joles, Joy Lominska, Rose Mangan, Gretchen Manus, Ken Mark, 

Book Club

Rosie Bosse, 
author



Shirley Martin, Jean Pearson, Lloyd Pearson, Kris Roberts, Kay Soetaert, Ray Stockman, Janet Stuke, Jim Stuke, 
Don Talbott, Donna Talbott, Connie Torneden, Gladys Walters, Laurie Walters,& Perry Walters 

Maybe you know some of us who volunteer – maybe you would like to help too. Just give us a call (913-845-2960) 
or send us an email (TCHSTonganoxie@gmail.com).  

Ed Note:  I have observed many times this past year (AND THIS IS IMPORTANT) that the work crew 
involved in all this volunteer work is having a good time.  I have not seen or known of any bickering in 
this group.  People are smiling, happy and having fun, and much is being accomplished.   Watch out for 
the coffee breaks.   

Many Thanks 
We are grateful to the community members and organizations who have donated gifts of time and money over 
the past three months, including Barbara & Larry Easter, Genesis Academy, Evan Greenwell, Himpel Lumber, 
Kerry Holton, Brady Mikijanis, Sharon Phenecie, THS graduating classes of 1970 & 1971, gifts given in 
memory of Emil Francis Wiley. We also received a grant of unrestricted funds from Freedom’s Frontier, 
funded by a memorial gift that was specified to be shared with small museums run primarily by volunteers.  

History Camp 2021 
History Camp 2021 was the first weeklong camp that has been offered by the Tonganoxie Community Historical 
Society. Youth going into grades 4, 5 and 6 were eligible to attend the camp which started at 9am and ended at 
noon, June 7- 11, 2021. 

In March of 2020, a group of volunteers at the historical society brainstormed what a History Camp could look 
like. There were so many ideas and so much enthusiasm – and then there was so much COVID! 

Fast forward to April 2021 and the volunteers regrouped and decided on a theme for the first History Camp – 
“Who Lived Here Before Us?” We identified five groups of people: the Prehistoric People, the Kanza People, The 
Delaware Tribe, the Europeans, and the Freed Slaves. Each group of people became 
the primary focus for one day of the five-day camp. 

From there, we created content for each day, 
drawing on some outside speakers and some of 
our own artifacts and educational resources. So, 
on Monday, we looked at the Prehistoric People. 
The youth were able to explore our museum’s 
collection of prehistoric artifacts (the Frank 
Kramer family collection). The youth made paint, 
by grinding shale and clay with harder rocks and 
then mixing the powder with water.  

Also on Monday, the campers watched a 
demonstration of how to throw an atlatl, a spear thrower, used by prehistoric 
people to increase the speed and the accuracy of their spears, as they hunted the 
prehistoric bison and other animals. Then they each had a few tries at using the 
atlatl. And they saw prehistoric artifacts from southern Leavenworth County, 
including photos and the layout of the Scott Site, a house dating back over 850 
years. The layout was created by a team of archeology students from Kansas State 
University.   

Laura Murphy & replia 
Clovis Point

grinding and making 
corn



On Tuesday, we looked at how the Kanza People lived and how they depended on the buffalo. Our uses of the 
Buffalo trunk, which was assembled by Susy and 
Larry Ross and donated to the museum, is an 
amazing collection that shows the many uses of 
the buffalo with artifacts that are real and 
touchable.  

Every day included activities that demonstrated 
what life was like for the people who came before 
us. We used crafts, food, maps, timelines, stories, 
museum artifacts, replica surveying chains, 
and many other activities and projects to make 
history fun and interactive. 

Our foods were fun! For instance, the Prehistoric 
People were hunters and gatherers, so we ate 

modern strawberries and pecans and walnuts. But we also sampled the much smaller and tastier wild 
strawberries that likely grew in this area even then. The Kanza People made pemmican, so we served a modern 
day equivalent - beef jerky (instead of dried buffalo meat ground to a powder) and dried cranberries (instead of 
local berries that would have been added to the buffalo meat powder, along with buffalo fat, which we also 
eliminated from our recipe).  

On the day we focused on the Delaware Tribe, we learned about the history of the Delaware Indians, originally 
from the (now) Delaware area, watched a presentation by the Principal Chief of the Kansas Delaware Tribe of 
Indians, danced a bean dance and ate a snack of popcorn (graciously popped for us by First State Bank & Trust 
at the 4th St. location) and apples (apple orchards were common in this area and were also tended by the 
Delaware who lived here).  

Our excellent and awesome campers were: Evan Calls Him, Lane Kesinger, Elijah Hinrichsen, Jude Weiser, 
Waylon Owens, Tyler Stewart, Ried Wilson, Austin Sorensen, Bailee Meuschke, Justin Hock and Jax Larson. 

Our volunteers who designed and staffed the camp were: Marie Brockhoff, Janet Burnett, Lynn Jennings, Joy 
Lominska, Rose Mangan, Kris Roberts, Donna Talbott. 

Our three outstanding guest presenters were: Dr. Laura R. Murphy, Assistant Professor of Anthropology at 
Washburn University; Scott DeMaranville of Tonganoxie; and Principal Chief Linda Graff of the Kansas Delaware 
Tribe of Indians. 

The youth loved the camp – one parent wrote: “I just wanted to email and tell you how wonderful the planning 
and activities for history camp were. Elijah absolutely loved it. He said he wished Friday could last forever so 
history camp didn’t end. Thank you for putting it together, for planning fun events, and for helping him get so 
excited about learning.  (Nicole Hinrichsen 6/19/21) 

Nametags for the week were tree branch medallions, crafted by Cecil Burnett and inscribed by Janet Burnett. 

The camp leaders enjoyed the camp as much as the youth. We met two weeks after the camp ended to debrief. 
Long story short - History Camp 2022 is definitely going to happen. 

Many Events

Just a reminder that the Historical Society does allow the public to use our facilities for parties, meetings, 
gatherings, weddings, etc. This spring we have been the location for a 

wedding, a wedding reception, a graduation party, a couple of baby 
showers, and a class reunion. We can also open the museum for your 

guests, if you wish. Think about us for your next event and check 
our website for more details. (TonganoxieHistoricalSociety.org)  

Replica Surveying 
chain

Lots of cars


